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April 2021 Newsletter
T his month we are delighted to bring you the very best of what the Lif e
Science Access Academy has to offer.
We will always keep you up to date with the latest news.

Below is a brief overview of each of our new courses and the categories they
fall into. T hese courses will be going live within the next few weeks.
If you do NOT want any of these courses made live for your teams, then please
come back to me by COP on 7 th of May 2021.

BRAND NEW! Check out our new blogs on the site!
Daily, weekly and other new content will be added regularly.

SPOTLIGHT: ABPI 2021

T his month, we are pleased to present NINE brand new and up-todate courses all about the changes to the code. We have broken
this down into different areas of the business and made this as
easy as possible for you.
If you would like to mandate these courses, upload these onto your
own LMS systems or need more information on each one, please
reach out as soon as possible.

Life Science Access Academy - New Courses for You!

What Clinicians Can Learn
From Forensic Scientists with
Professor Kneebone and
Professor Ruth Morgan Gresham College Webinars
Interacvtive, What Can We
Learn From...
Clinical practice depends on the acquisition and analysis of evidence - detailed
information from each patient’s clinical history, laboratory tests, imaging scans
and biopsies. Yet data on its own is not enough, and must always be
interpreted in the context of each unique person. Similarly in forensic science,
analytical data must be interpreted to make sense of a crime. T his lecture
discusses evidence and interpretation with a leading Professor of Crime and
Forensic Sciences from UCL, Ruth Morgan.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1362

Access Course here

What Surgeons Can Learn
From Polar Explorers and
Fighter Pilots - Gresham
College Webinars

Interactive, What Can We
Learn From...
T rauma surgery, combat flying and
polar exploration require professionals
to work in risky conditions where error
can lead to catastrophe. One key skill
is recognising when a situation is
getting out of control and finding a ‘place of safety’; another is to learn from
mistakes without allowing self-confidence to be destroyed. T his lecture
explores how high-risk professionals can share insights relevant to medicine,
helping clinicians to develop essential skills. T his lecture is presented by
Professor Roger Kneebone, with Phil Bayman (combat pilot) and Dougal
Goodman (polar explorer).
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1363

Access Course here

What Medicine Can Learn from
Savile Row with Professor
Roger Kneebone and Joshua
Byrne - Gresham College
Webinars
Interacvtive, What Can We
Learn From...
Clinical practice is often seen as the acquisition and application of scientific
knowledge to diagnose and treat diseases. Yet every patient is different. T his
lecture draws on a ten-year collaboration with a Savile Row tailor to explore
‘bespoke’ as a metaphor for clinical practice. Using this approach, the
knowledge and skill of a practitioner must intersect with the needs of the
patient to create a unique solution for each problem. Hosted by Professor
Roger Kneebone with guest, Joshua Byrne (bespoke tailor)..
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1364

Access Course here

Expert: Understanding the
Path to Mastery with Professor
Kneebone - Gresham College
Webinars
Interactive, What Can We
Learn From...
We all need experts for things we can’t do ourselves. And we are all on a path to
becoming expert ourselves, whatever our areas of interest. But what does it

mean to be expert? In his new book Expert: Understanding the Path to Mastery
(Viking Penguin, 2020), Roger Kneebone explores these challenges. T his lecture
summarises Roger’s insights from his own experience as a clinician, his
decades-long collaborations with extraordinary experts, and his Gresham
Lecture series Performing Medicine, Performing Surgery.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1365

Access Course here

What Medicine Can Learn from
Restaurants About Care with
Professor Roger Kneebone Gresham College Webinars
Interacvtive, What Can We
Learn From...
Medical care often frames patients as the passive ‘recipients’ of expert
professional knowledge and skill. T his lecture explores what comes into view if
we reframe clinical treatment as hospitality, and patients as guests. Drawing on
collaborations with leading restaurants and their chefs, this lecture explores
parallels between the worlds of fine dining and medical care. In a hospital, as in
a restaurant, what happens out of sight (in the operating theatre or the
kitchen) must be matched by sensitive care at the bedside, in the clinic or at
the table.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1366

Access Course here

The Ethics of Surgical
Innovation with Professor
Roger Kneebone - Gresham
College Webinars
Interactive, What Can We
Learn From...
Scientific knowledge is advancing at dizzying speed and each day brings new
breakthroughs in medical understanding. Unprecedented advances are
opening possibilities that only a decade ago would have seemed like science
fiction. Yet a deep anxiety pervades our society, raising questions about the
wisdom and motives of experts and the implications of new technology. T his
lecture uses examples from cutting-edge science and medicine to explore the
ethical questions which advances in robotics, personalised medicine,
transplantation and artificial intelligence pose for doctors, patients and society.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1367

Access Course here

Improvising Medicine with
Professor Roger Kneebone Gresham College Webinars
Interacvtive, What Can We
Learn From...
Few patients like to think of their
physicians or surgeons as improvisers. Yet clinical care is a human art where
there will always be uncertainty. T hough doctors spend years learning facts
and gaining skills, each patient is unique and every situation holds surprises.
Musicians also spend years in training - practising scales, learning harmonies
and mastering technique. Such musicians celebrate their ability to improvise,
to respond to one another in the moment in front of an audience. T his lecture
asks what clinicians can learn from the world of music and vice versa.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1368

Access Course here

Choosing to Change
Mindset and Psychology, Sales
Managers Tool Kit
Whether you are planning to make a
change, or helping others to decide
to change then Choosing T o Change
will give a clear process to guide
towards a successful outcome. T he
full course can be tailored to any specific situation and has successfully been
rolled out to many healthcare professionals.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1369

Access Course here

How to Avoid Imposter
Syndrome and Gain the
Confidence you Deserve - with
Alina Jenkins from BodyTalk
Interacvtive, Mindset and
Psychology

Have you ever felt you don’t have the right skills to be in the job you are? Or
you feel inadequate compared to those around you? If so, it could be imposter
syndrome at work. So, how do you deal with that little voice inside your head
and what can you do to remove self-doubt and become more capable,
confident and visible? In BodyT alk's latest podcast, Alina Jenkins talks to
business psychologist, Fiona Kearns about your inner critic and what steps you
can take to have confidence in your ability and advance without limits.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1375

Access Course here

An Introduction to Insights Interview with Kate Pheasant
In call performance,
Communication and
Presentation Skills
Ian Chamberlain chats with Life
Science Access Academy contributor and accredited Insights Discovery
practitioner, Kate Pheasant, from Consult MEE. T he aim of Kate’s ‘Insights’
content is to develop the versatility of your communication. T ogether, they
touch on Kate’s background, an introduction to Insights and discuss how to
make the most out of Insights Discovery.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1384

Access Course here

1. Think Tank - April 2021 Celebrating Belonging:
Inspiring Conversations from
Female Leaders in UK Life
Sciences
Think Tank
In the first of a three part series celebrating diversity in the Life Science
industry, Ian Chamberlain chats with our panel of expert women about their
inspiring stories. T his T hink T ank covers important lessons for men, women,
leaders, mentors, allies and sponsors. Our panel includes: Nicky Whiteley,
National Sales and Commercial Access Manager at CSL Behring. Charlie Galvin
from Amicus T herapeutics. Lindsey Oliver from Making MsCheif. Jennifer Cain
Birkmose, Vice President and Global Head of Patient Access and Community
Engagement at Swedish Orphan Biovitrum (SOBI).
T he April T hink T ank actually took place on March 26th due to an early Easter.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1383

Access Course here

Objection Handling with Claire
Bjerkan
In call performance,
Communication and
Presentation Skills
Claire Bjerkan from Alchemy
Coaching chats about handling and managing objections. T hese can be
objections that come up in your working life of even your personal life. Claire
takes us through a technique that can be used for dealing with handling any
kinds of objections.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1396

Access Course here

Virtual Engagement:
Technology Use
Virtual Engagement
T his module will walk you through the
process for using CRM to invite a
healthcare practitioner to a virtual
meeting, and show you how to
conduct that meeting.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1401

Access Course here

How to Communicate
Effectively and Confidently
Across Cultures - BodyTalk
Mindset and Psychology,
Communication and
Presentation Skills, Human
Resources
With a rise in virtual communication during the last year it's become so easy to
connect with clients and colleagues wherever they are in world. But can we be
sure our conversations and messages are always being understood and
translated in the right way?

In our latest podcast, Alina Jenkins speaks to intercultural communications
specialist Desta Hailé about the importance of intercultural communication in
business and what steps we can take to make sure all of our interactions are
positive and engaging.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1389

Access Course here

Understanding Your Self
Limiting Beliefs with Claire
Bjerkan
In Call Performance,
Communication and
Presentation Skills
Claire Bjerkan from Alchemy Coaching chats about how to understand your
self limiting beliefs and behaviours. We learn our self limiting beliefs about
ourselves that we learn from parents, carers, school or our environment. T hese
beliefs can limit us and effect our confidence in ways that we’re not always
aware of. We believe these beliefs from so long that they become part of who
we are. T hese beliefs keep us stuck in our comfort zone, but we can break free
of them.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1397

Access Course here

Building Rapport with Claire
Bjerkan
In Call Performance,
Communication and
Presentation Skills, Human
Resources
Claire Bjerkan chats about one of the most important things you have to do do
have a successful sales call. If you want to successfully promote and sell your
product, this is the thing you absolutely have to get right, right from the very
start. It isn’t product knowledge or how qualified you are. It’s rapport!
Rapport is a meaningful, purposeful, genuine, authentic and harmonious
connection with someone. It’s a vital part of emotional intelligence. If you fail to
build rapport with your customer you will fail to sell your product.
If there’s no rapport, they won’t listen.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1395

Access Course here

Virtual Engagement: Gaining
Consent
In Call Performance, Account
Management, Market Access
and Business Skills
Before engaging with Health Care
Professionals (HCPs) through virtual
channels you will need to get
permission to send them emails. T his
course will tell you why this is important and show you how to do it.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1400

Access Course here

Applied Healthcare Academy - New Courses for You!

Therapy Area Review Haematology
Therapy Area Reviews
T his course discusses Haematology in
the NHS. You will also find numerous
interesting references throughout and compiled at the end for your
convenience.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1380

Access Course here

NHS England and Devolved
Nations: The National Health
Service and Life Sciences in
2020-21 – Last Quarter Update
(January-March 2021)

NHS Reviews England and
Devolved Nations
T his course will help you understand
the most recent NHS changes and
give pointers to supporting
information as well as suggestions for
further exploration or actions you
may want to take.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1359

Access Course here

Understanding the 2021 ABPI
Code of Practice – A Beginner's
Guide
ABPI
T his is an introduction to the
Association of British Pharmaceutical
Industry (ABPI) Code of Practice for
people who have recently joined the industry and wish to start learning about
the Code, and how it might impact their role.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1411

Access Course here

Understanding the 2021 ABPI
Code of Practice – Marketing
Staff
ABPI
T his is an introduction to the
Association of British Pharmaceutical
Industry (ABPI) Code of Practice for
people who work in marketing.
T his course has now been updated to reflect the recently released 2021 Code
of Practice, which, at least in terms of its structure, represents a fairly
substantial revision, relative to its predecessor.
Any key changes are directly reflected in the content of this course and you
will notice that, in particular, many of the Clause numbers have been updated
in this revision.

T o support your understanding of the revised Code, you may also wish to refer
to the separate ‘Key Differences – Marketing’ course, which more directly
highlights any key changes versus the 2019 Code. T his is available as a
separate, stand-alone course on the Learning Hub.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1413

Access Course here

Understanding the 2021 ABPI
Code of Practice – NonPromotional Staff
ABPI
T his is an introduction to the
Association of British Pharmaceutical
Industry (ABPI) Code of Practice for
people working in a non-promotional
role.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1416

Access Course here

Understanding the 2021 ABPI
Code of Practice – Key
Differences Versus 2019 Code
(Sales)
ABPI
Maintaining an encyclopedic
knowledge of T he Association of the
British Pharmaceutical Industry (ABPI)
Code of Practice is challenging at the
best of times. When a new version of the Code is released, as it just has in 2021,
this challenge can become even greater.
Fortunately, this course will provide you with a top-level of breakdown of all of
the key changes in the 2021 Code of Practice, making it easy for you to get up
to speed.
Specifically, this particular course is intended for those people who work in sales
roles.
Once completed, you may also want to supplement your knowledge by taking
the corresponding role-specific course – also available on the Learning Hub.
Each of these courses have also been updated for the 2021 Code and will

provide even greater detail on any of the key changes highlighted in this
course.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1412

Access Course here

Understanding the 2021 ABPI
Code of Practice - Virtual and
Digital Engagement in a
COVID-19 World
ABPI, Covid-19
T his course will explore and provide
guidance on how to ensure full
compliance with the Association of
the British Pharmaceutical Industry
(ABPI) Code of Practice as it applies to sales meetings and hospitality – within
the ‘new normal’ world of increased digital and virtual engagement.
Importantly, this course has now also been updated to reflect the recently
released 2021 Code of Practice.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1414

Access Course here

Understanding the 2021 ABPI
Code of Practice – How to
Conduct a Meeting
ABPI
T his is an introduction to the
Association of British Pharmaceutical
Industry (ABPI) Code of Practice for
those people whose role involves
organising and/or attending meetings, hospitality and sponsored events for, or
on behalf of, pharmaceutical companies.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1408

Access Course here

Understanding the 2021 ABPI
Code of Practice – Key

Differences Versus 2019 Code
(Marketing)
ABPI
Maintaining an encyclopedic
knowledge of T he Association of the
British Pharmaceutical Industry (ABPI)
Code of Practice is challenging at the
best of times. When a new version of
the Code is released, as it just has in 2021, this challenge can become even
greater.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1415

Access Course here

Understanding the 2021 ABPI
Code of Practice – Key
Differences Versus 2019 Code
(Non-Promotional)
ABPI
Maintaining an encyclopedic knowledge of T he Association of the British
Pharmaceutical Industry (ABPI) Code of Practice is challenging at the best of
times. When a new version of the Code is released, as it just has in 2021, this
challenge can become even greater.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1409

Access Course here

Understanding the 2021 ABPI
Code of Practice – Sales Staff
ABPI
T his is an introduction to the
Association of British Pharmaceutical
Industry (ABPI) Code of Practice for
people who work in sales.
T his course has now been updated to reflect the recently released 2021 Code
of Practice, which, at least in terms of its structure, represents a fairly
substantial revision, relative to its predecessor.
Any key changes are directly reflected in the content of this course and you
will notice that, in particular, many of the Clause numbers have been updated

in this revision.
T o support your understanding of the revised Code, you may also wish to refer
to the separate ‘Key Differences – Sales’ course, which more directly highlights
any key changes versus the 2019 Code. T his is available as a separate, standalone course on the Learning Hub.
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/c/?k=1410

Access Course here

New Think Tank:

Get involved in our monthly T hink T anks!
Celebrating diversity: Inspiring Conversations with Ethnic Minority
leaders and allies in UK Lif e Sciences
Date: Friday 7th May 2021
Time: 3pm
In our next pro bono Friday Think Tank, we are exploring: ‘Celebrating diversity:
Inspiring Conversations with Ethinic Minority leaders and allies in UK Life
Sciences'
T his will be held on Friday 7th May 2021 @ 3pm (for 1 hour).
T here will be no charge to join.

T his T hink T ank will be considering the f ollowing:
2021 has been the most challenging of years so far – COVID, home schooling,
uncertainty and lockdown to name but a few.
Now, as summers beckons, the vaccines are rolled out and we emerge out of
lockdown we are going to look at providing you with some Inspiring
Conversations from a selection of Ethnic Minority Leaders from across the Life
Science sector.

Ian will be joined by a stellar panel of leaders, allies and commentators
with incredible stories to tell……and inspirational messages to impart.
- What actions can we take to be more inclusive, diverse and encourage a
sense of belonging?
- How can we make sure this feeds through to our HCP’s, and customers?
- What is the experience of being a person of colour in the Life Science
Industry?
- How we can address racism, conscious and unconscious bias?
- What are the reasons why Black, LatinX, Native American, and Asian
communities are disproportionately dying or hospitalized from COVID-19?
- What are the panelists' views regarding the U.K. report that concludes
systemic racism no longer exists in the U.K.
Book your space here for this PRO BONO event:
https://www.subscribepage.com/celebrating_diversity

Recordings now available
Think Tank:

Get involved in our monthly T hink T anks!

Celebrating belonging: Inspiring Conversations from female leaders in UK
Life Sciences
Date: Friday
Time: 3pm
Ian will be joined by a stellar panel of female leaders, aspiring leaders and
commentators with incredible stories to tell, and inspirational messages to
impart.

What has the impact of the pandemic been on women (or people who
identify as women)?
How can we best support and inspire our colleagues and ourselves
through the remainder of the Pandemic, and beyond
What actions can we take to be more inclusive, and encourage a sense
of belonging?
How can we make sure this f eeds through to our HCP’s and
customers?
How can we hire for diversity?
What are the imposed and self -imposed glass ceilings / walls /
doors that get in the way of women being their best selves?
What’s it like being a female leader in a traditionally male dominated
industry?
What’s the dif f erence between a male and f emale leader? How is
this question biased in it’s own right?
How can we encourage our colleagues to express our individuality and
build trust and cohesion.
Recording available Here:
https://www.ahalearning.cloud/dashboard/Course.php?CID=1383&i=0
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